
If you’d like more information, 
or have a question or comment 
please contact:

The City of Red Deer  
Environmental Services department

(403) 342-8750 
Monday to Friday 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
environmentalservices@reddeer.ca 

www.reddeer.ca

For more information about The 

City of Red Deer’s algae control 

practices, or to report an algal 

bloom, call (403) 342-8750. Environmental Services

Why algae grows and 
why it matters to you

When an algal bloom occurs in Red 

Deer, Environmental Services is the 

department responsible to decide 

what treatment, if any, is appropriate.

We consider Red Deer residents to 

be our partners in protecting the 

water and ensuring algal blooms are 

kept to a minimum.

Please Recycle this brochure after use. 



Algae are aquatic plant-like organisms that are naturally present in most freshwater bodies. 

Environmental Services - Why algae grows and why it matters to you

What is algae?

Algae are aquatic plant-like organisms that are naturally 
present in most freshwater bodies. When conditions 
are favorable for rapid algae growth, they reproduce 
explosively and accumulate in dense concentrations.  
This is called an “algal bloom”.  

The likelihood of a bloom depends on conditions 
within the specific body of water, but they are often 
triggered by warm, sunny weather. 

Algal blooms occur naturally in slow moving water, 
usually on the surface or within the first three to six 
feet of water.  An algal bloom may turn the water a 
green, red or a brownish color. It may also appear as 
thick patches of submerged vegetation, scum, foam or 
a grease-like sheen on the surface of the water or as 
floating mats of “stringy hair”. 

Can algae harm me or my pets? 

Although most algae species are harmless, there are 
some species that can cause skin irritation or illness in 
humans and may poison pets. There is no way to predict 
when or where a toxic algae bloom may occur, so you 
should never swim or wade or allow your pets to swim 
in or drink any water containing visible algal blooms.   

Swimming is not permitted in 

any of Red Deer’s storm 

water detention ponds.

What can I do to reduce 
the growth of algae?

Even if you don’t live adjacent to a body of water, run off 
from your property enters the storm water system and 
may contribute to an algal bloom. 

The best way to prevent algal blooms is to reduce 

fertilizer use - especially synthetic fertilizers.  

Since water from storm water detention ponds flows 
untreated back to the Red Deer River, preventing 
chemicals and nutrients from contaminating storm water 
will also help to protect our drinking water supply.  
Always follow the manufacturer’s directions to avoid 
improper application of any lawn or garden chemicals.

What does The City do to reduce 
the risk of algae blooms?

A certain amount of algae is a natural and 
important part of a healthy aquatic ecosystem. 
However, it is important to keep algal growth in 
check so blooms do not occur.

The City conducts soil tests before applying 
fertilizer in parks and other public spaces.  These 
tests tell us how much of each nutrient is needed 
so we don’t over fertilize.

The City also allows vegetation such as cattails 
to grow in and around storm water ponds. These 
plants help to absorb nutrients from the water.

Not all algal blooms need treatment. The 
City must deal with each situation 
individually because every 
pond has a unique set of 
conditions. 


